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Lyrics: 
(Intro) Once again it's the life, to live. Listen. 

(Rap) Reality as we know it is a virtual universe. Within our heads, based on threads of 
info that you rehearse. 
From past experience, the map of the world is sketched. 
But it ain't real, it's just our best guess 
-impression of real, our mind maps are made manually. 
Drawn out by our brain, never exactly the same 
-as each other, even identical brothers generate different experiences So let me vision 
this. 
We trace our mentors but we still can't replicate them properly. We take a subject, draw 
a map that's in fact an anomaly 
-'cause it's not exact, a prodigy emerges from accepted info Brain processes the ink 
flow -of consciousness, where on is endless map you draw next. 
Or where you're drawn to next and how complex. 
Definition or wisdom of your map, how realistic? 
How much colour or duller, how artistic? 
The people you meet influence your next sketch. 
Empathy is the influence measure stick and that is blessed. Excess connection is a 
special ability. 
So empathy in excess is the force, you’re feeling me. 
Jedi is still in me, infinity stone of information. 
Consciousness is the glue to all relation. 
If your shoes fits my conversation. 
Empathy's a true gift, while consciousness is all there is to elevation. 
Or gravitation, whatever is better. 
Follow a field of information is patience to the letter. 
Law of attraction but painting consciousness cannot be greedy. 
It's levels from knowing the brush to collab’ walls of graffiti. 
It's being awoke enough to see above separation. 
The sticky stuff compounding Atoms making humans, one nation. Relativity. Everything 
living has a conscious. 
Meaning, connect to it, all questions get responses. 
Broken down relativity, bared. Empathy equals the MAP times Consciousness squared. 
Creativity broken down relativity, bared. Empathy equals our MINDS times 
Consciousness squared. 

(Bridge) E is drawing chains, bleeding out our stains (repeat) 
Yeah, it's the life, to live.

(Spoken word) 

A philosopher said our minds are maps of reality. That stuck with 
me because a map isn't what reality actually looks like, it's just a 

guide to get us somewhere. But it made sense 'cause we keep 
drawing these maps, making them bigger until we lose 

consciousness, we die. Everyone's map is different too, as we 
sketch in different directions. But see the maps we draw gets 

more detailed the more consciousness we add to them. More 
colour, more dimensions even but the point this analogy made to 

me is how does someone else's map or piece of art affect my 
doodles? That got me thinking about treasure stories, pieces of 
map scattered across the globe. So if only I know what's inside 

my own head how do I know these other pieces of Map exist? 
That's empathy. It's the key to that hidden treasure. So what's 

empathy? The ability to understand and share the feelings of 
another. So why's that relevant? Well, if I had true empathy with 

everyone that is or was then my map would get an 
immeasurable upgrade right? Whatever treasure I'm seeking is 
sure to be on it, there's no need to get lucky or stumble upon it. 

So it's that awareness, that consciousness is the glue to that 
map, piecing minds together, piecing a peace of mind if you like. 

So empathy and maps of minds with consciousness is all 
relative. Empathy is the same as a really big mind of 

consciousness. You switch that material world Einstein theory 
and make it relative to the inner world of self. E is Empathy 

instead of Energy and it’s equal to a Map or Mind instead of Mass 
and times that with the glue of Consciousness instead of the 

speed of light. (Echo)


